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The 2013-2014 financial year provided the opportunity for Jewish Community Services Inc (JCS) to capitalise upon both 

the financial consolidation efforts and administrative operational improvements initiated in the previous financial year. 

 

In terms of goals and objectives, what have we achieved this year?  In essence, it is time. 

 

Last year, I outlined to you the Board’s strategic timeline toward June 2015 on the basis of a still to be negotiated 

Funding and Service Agreement in 2015 which may deliver changes to our funding model for the HACC program.  In 

respect of time, nothing has changed in this regard.  It is unlikely that we will receive notification about a new contract 

proposal from the Department of Social Services until late in the fourth quarter of this year (2014) or, more likely, 

sometime in the first quarter of 2015.  We have thus used our time to further refine our service delivery processes for 

our two funded programs: the HACC program and the Community Visitors Scheme.  We have further stabilised our 

financial position.  We have improved our staffing model.  We have commenced building new opportunities for our 

community volunteer program.  We have commenced establishing relationships with complementary organisations 

with a view to the future beyond 2015.  Importantly, this is in alignment with the “Living Longer, Living Better” reform 

package. 

 

On 20 April 2012, the Australian Government announced a comprehensive package of reforms to 

build a better, fairer, more sustainable and more nationally consistent aged care system. 

 

The Living Longer Living Better aged care reform package represents the commencement of a 10 

year reform program to create a flexible and seamless system that provides older Australians with 

more choice, control and easier access to a full range of services, where they want it and when 

they need it.  It also positions us to meet the social and economic challenges of the nation’s ageing 

population. 

 

http://www.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/ageing-aged-care-review-

measures-living.htm 

 

I re-iterate: “…a 10 year reform program…”  While often rewarding, it has been extremely challenging with our very 

limited resources to adhere to our three year strategy with the prospect of such potentially significant change.  

Planning for a ten year cycle in an environment experiencing such significant change continues to be your Board’s 

greatest challenge and continuing priority.  

 

With this in mind, we have sought to future proof our organisation by maintaining a flexible approach and capitalising 

upon all opportunities that build capacity within JCS and broaden both our financial and program & service capabilities.  

The reality for the aged care sector undergoing such significant reforms is that it will become more difficult for small 

CALD organisations such as JCS to operate successfully independently.  Our operational, compliance and statutory 

requirements are virtually no different to the largest organisations within the aged care sector but achieved with far 

less available resources.  In 2013-14, we have been able to streamline our business processes while maintaining and 

improving service delivery to our clients.  We have been able to achieve this with improved and expanded staffing: 

none of which would have been possible without the small increase in recurrent funding, but more importantly, the 

substantial inflow of one-off grants and private donations to support specific programs.  Substantially, all of these 
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funds were won as a result of the efforts of the General Manager, Sue Drenth.  At this point, I would like to 

acknowledge the Nat Solomon’s Homes Trust and the Feldman Estate and thank them for their continued support of 

our aged care and community-focused programs. 

 

Externally, JCS has had to acknowledge the challenges presented to our community from which we draw our clientele 

from the continuing effect of population stagnation and how this will most likely affect the business.  We are all aware 

of population drift, or shift, primarily to the eastern states across a number of demographic groups.  Whether this be 

for family reasons or economic imperatives, it is a simple fact.  Without a community from which to grow, or at least 

sustain, our raison d’etre ceases.  It is time for Jewish Community Services to look more broadly at the needs of other 

target groups apart from aged care within the SA Jewish community.  We also need to assess how, as an organisation, 

we can be service providers of choice to the broader community with potentially expanded funding across a number of 

consumer directed service areas. 

 

Some, or much, of what I have reported thus far may seem negative.  However, it is a reality of our business, and no 

different to the challenges faced by some fifty other similar, small CALD organisations in South Australia. 

 

But let’s now look at some of the really positive outcomes of time well spent in this past financial year.  To me, the 

highlight was, well and truly, the commemoration of the 70th anniversary of the Sobibor Uprising, our world-class 

exhibition and the associated tribute to a truly remarkable woman, Regina Zielinski; Australia’s only, and one of the 

world’s now few, remaining Sobibor Uprising survivors.  Sue Drenth and a small team poured their hearts and souls 

into the exhibition and event.  I dare say that this was and remains the most ambitious event of its kind ever 

undertaken by South Australia’s Jewish community.  Many of you were there and I sincerely hope that this is an event 

that you are as proud of as we are.  Certainly the feedback that we’ve received from both the public and private sector 

has been outstanding.  I am delighted to announce that the SA Migration Museum has requested a loan of the 

exhibition.  It will be mounted shortly and be on display to the public from October for a number of months. 

 

Also in the December quarter of 2013, JCS moved headquarters from City West to leafy Joslin.  This has made a huge 

difference to our ability to serve our clients and the community.  I believe we have only scratched the surface in what 

this facility may be able to offer.  We have more than doubled the size of our facility with greatly enhanced useable 

space with only a small increase in net cost.  We’ve improved both staff and visitor access and amenity with excellent 

public transport access and greatly improved on-site parking.  It is bright and inviting.  We have commenced localising 

client and community activities which has been rewarding personally to visitors and staff as well as financially 

expedient for the organisation.  We mounted and held an exhibition for the commemoration of Kindertransport for 

the community.  I look forward to seeing more innovative uses of our premises evolve in the coming years.  Of course, 

when not on external show, our premises remains the home of the Regina Zielinski exhibition as well as the 

Kindertransport exhibition and I would encourage you to visit to view this work. 

 

Through careful financial management and the excellent fundraising work highlighted earlier, we have been fortunate 

that Sue has been able to add specific staff resources to her team.  Firstly, we now have a Manager, Community 

Services. Darren Meechan-Ring has ably assisted Sue in not only implementing required programmes, policies and 

procedures, but is hands on with both staff and clients.  No doubt, many of you have already felt his warm and 

engaging smile at Bagels lunches and other JCS events. Darren has also been working closely with the Home and 
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Community Support team.  This has assisted in the team’s upskilling as they prepare for service delivery changes in line 

with the ‘Living Longer, Living Better’ program. 

 

Alongside the stalwart that is Bob Setton, we now have Emmon Wang who joins Bob as part of the Home and 

Community Support team.  Many of you will also already know Emmon’s cheerful and smiling face.  Together, Bob and 

Emmon make a great team.  Our Home & Community Support Workers: Anita, Naama and Tatyana, are the engine 

room of our service delivery.  I am proud to say that we continue to have a staff turnover rate that is almost non-

existent.  This is somewhat of a phenomenon in our industry and points to their dedication to their client and to JCS.  I 

thank them sincerely for their dedication and hard work. 

 

None, or very little of the above could, or would have been achieved without the unflinching dedication of JCS’s 

General Manager, Sue Drenth.  Sue joined our humble organisation a little more than two years ago.  Not only has she 

operationally overhauled our organisations but simultaneously envisaged a strategy and a future for JCS.  It would be 

an understatement to say that Sue immersed herself in the role.  Not only at the organisational level but more broadly 

across government relationships as well as the “big picture” issues such as the pressures and problems facing small 

Jewish communities right around the world. 

 

One of the hallmarks of a good leader is the ability to ‘stick to your guns’ in the face of adversity.  Sue’s “guns” have 

always been an incredibly deep and well-researched database of knowledge in her field and beyond.  As with all good 

Board-Management relationships, there should always be discussion and sometimes even disagreement.  Ultimately, 

all decisions must be made for the good of the organisation which in essence is for the benefit of clients and the staff 

followed by the community.  This has been the hallmark of Sue’s unswerving dedication to JCS. 

 

By now, you should all be aware that Sue has decided to leave JCS.  Sue always envisaged a finite time with us.  She 

saw her role as re-developmental and strategic and to take JCS to a point where operational delivery was the guiding 

force.  Sue has done this admirably with limited resources.  She leaves JCS in great hands and ready for most 

challenges that come our way throughout this next financial year. 

 

Our Board will also see a number of changes in this coming year.  Strategically, our skills set will need to turn to 

operational flexibility and deliverability until we are clear on the Federal funding outcomes.  I look forward to working 

with the new Board. 

 

Incoming changes, unfortunately means farewelling some dedicated long term Board support.  Jill Peisach has been on 

her second “tour of duty” on the JCS Board.  On this five year tour, Jill has served as our dedicated Secretary as well as 

on the Executive.  Her always smiling, always calm disposition has made my time on the Board and in particular the 

past three years as Chairman so much easier.  We wish you and Ron all the best in your endeavours and travels and I 

am sure the lure to client-focussed volunteering may not be that far away.  Thank you for everything, Jill. 

 

I’d also like to acknowledge Maurissa Ailion who is leaving after a five year contribution.  Robust board discussion is 

made up of differing views and opinions.  Maurissa, always eloquent, never shied away from voicing a view and 

offering alternative schools of thought on many topics.  Her broad community involvement and engagement provided 

many unique opportunities for us.  Thank you, Maurissa. I would also like to acknowledge all other Board members 
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who have served this year, Martine Welfare, Amanda Kay, Alison Dwyer and Richard Levy.  Your contribution was 

much appreciated. 

 

At this time, I’d like to pay tribute to Allen Bolaffi, a colossus within the South Australian Jewish community and 

beyond, who we lost suddenly and tragically only a few months ago.  Allen touched JCS in many ways; from audit 

services to fund-raising and to me, as a personal mentor.  His dedication to family, community and friends was 

always humble and with the utmost sincerity. He is and will continue to be sorely missed. 

 

Time marches on, we are already one quarter into the new financial year.  I look forward to working with our 

various teams to ensure that service quality and engagement with the community continues to grow and improve.  

I also look forward to the community engaging with us as a healthy community as this is what makes us successful. 

 

Robert Nachum 

Chairman 

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 
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What a busy and fruitful year it has been!  From a successful expansion of the Home and Community Care program in 

the 2013/14 HACC Growth round with a subsequent expansion to our staff team, the move to our beautiful new office 

premises, the success of becoming a Community Visitors Scheme (CVS) provider through to the Regina Zielinski / 

Sobibor commemorative exhibition being accepted by the Migration Museum for a forthcoming 3 month display, every 

day has been busy and positive and with a strong sense of forward movement. 

 

The strategy of focusing on long term sustainability as identified at the Strategic Planning session in December 2012 

has come to fruition in 2014 with partnerships with at least two large community service providers in advanced 

discussions.  These partnerships will offer further strengthening to both JCS’s business model and most importantly, 

the services that we are able to deliver to you, the South Australian Jewish community. 

 

The continuing rollout of the Living Longer, Living Better aged care reforms is delivering significant change to the way in 

which JCS works with older clients and during this past year, we have devoted significant time and resources to 

ensuring that staff are both familiar with and can be upskilled to meet the new requirements to deliver services to 

clients utilising the Active Service model. 

 

To support the transition to the Active Service model and manage the funding requirements for expanded HACC and 

CVS funding, JCS has re-structured our staffing model in order to dedicate resources to both the HACC program and 

client base and the CVS program and our dedicated volunteers. 

 

With the appointment of Darren Meechan-Ring in January 2014 to the newly created position of Manager, Community 

Services, JCS has been able to make significant progress building capacity within the HACC program by a review of all 

systems, policies and procedures and providing staff with the support they need to move forward into this next stage 

of service provision which is focused on a re-engagement model that encourages clients to continue to be involved in 

daily living activities and remain connected to their communities.  

 

It has also been possible to dedicate more time to individual client interactions with the addition of Emmon Wang to 

the now, JCS Home and Community Support team.  Emmon joins Bob Setton in providing information, assessment and 

referral, co-ordination, and facilitation services to all clients and co-ordination and support to volunteers.  We are 

delighted to have both Darren and Emmon’s skills strengthening the team and to have them both so well accepted into 

the community. 

 

The redeveloped JCS website is going live very shortly and will provide information and resources about all existing and 

new programs and activities along with items of interest to the community in general.  This will be linked to our 

Facebook page which has become a wonderful forum for sharing news and event information.  Details of both those 

links are included in this Annual Report. 

 

With a declining older population in the South Australian Jewish community, the impact on client numbers receiving 

services from JCS through the HACC program has been significant.  The strategy adopted to both maintain current 

services to the community and expand options so that clients can access a single referral pathway for Home Care 

packages and residential care options is to form partnerships with other large community and residential 

accommodation providers who will offer a priority of access to members of the SA Jewish community.   

GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT 
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I am certain that this expansion into collaborative ventures with large mainstream organizations will underpin and 

safeguard future services delivered to the SA Jewish community whilst maintaining the autonomy of the community.  

 

From a cultural perspective, with the success of the Sobibor commemorative exhibition and event, the Migration 

Museum has requested to display the Regina Zielinski / Sobibor exhibition for the wider South Australian community 

from October 2014 to December 2014.  This is a wonderful accolade as it recognizes that the display is both of 

Museum quality and educative for the wider community about the events surrounding one person’s experience during 

the Holocaust.  A fitting postscript to Regina Zielinski’s life here in Adelaide given that she has recently moved to 

residential accommodation in New South Wales near to her daughter and family. 

 

It has also been wonderful to have client groups and activities at our lovely new office premises in Joslin.  Movies, 

lunches and the Chaverim group are now meeting regularly in the new premises and bringing the centre to life, which 

has been lovely to see.  In the future, we hope to have fundraising events and some further cultural events using both 

external and internal spaces, making the premises a real hub for community activities. 

 

JCS has performed extremely well financially this past year with increases to our recurrent HACC grant, new recurrent 

funding for the Community Visitors Scheme and a series of non-recurrent grants to support both program and project 

activities that have contributed to strengthening JCS’s position as we move forward.  Our assets have increased with 

the move to the new premises with a new office and IT fit out and items purchased for the use of clients and client / 

community activities in the new premises which have contributed to the comfort of clients, volunteers and staff alike. 

 

JCS would like to acknowledge the financial assistance received from the Department of Social Services for our HACC 

and CVS programs and also to the Nat Solomon’s Trust, the Aaron Feldman Trust and the Jakob Frenkeil Trust for 

contributions made towards service delivery and innovative programming and events for this past year.  I would like to 

make particular reference here to the contribution made by the late Allen Bolaffi for his support of JCS programs and 

services. 

 

All these developments and events have formed the memories that I will take with me as I leave Jewish Community 

Services in mid September.  I am a firm believer that all organisations develop in cycles and need to re-invent 

themselves every couple of years to survive, particularly small organisations like JCS, given that we operate within such 

a small community.  The brief given to me by the Board of Management back in 2012 was to take JCS from a small 

cottage industry to a strengthened, more professional organisation that can offer sustainable services to the SA Jewish 

community into the future.  I am leaving with the knowledge that the majority of goals relating to that brief, within the 

Strategic Plan 2012 – 2014, have been achieved as much as has been possible in the climate of transition that is the 

aged care reforms, Living Longer Living Better program.  My successor, Darren Meechan-Ring will carry this journey 

forward. 

 

I would like to close by thanking the Board of Management for their guidance and support these past two years, in 

particular the Chairman, Rob Nachum.  Rob and I have worked as a team in progressing the strategic objectives and I 

could not imagine achieving all that has been achieved without him.  In a small organisation, particularly where 

resources are very minimal, it is essential that the Executive Officer has a strong, trusting and open relationship with 

the Chairman of the Board and it has been my good fortune to have had that with Rob.  To Jill Peisach, Janet Henrie, 

GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT 
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Richard Levy, Maurissa Ailion, Martine Welfare and Amanda Kay and to all other Board members from 2012 - 2014, I 

extend my thanks for your support whenever it was requested of you. 

 

Lastly, I would like to recognise the contribution of all JCS staff without whom the organisation simply would not 

operate; Darren Meechan-Ring, Bob Setton, Emmon Wang, Naama Iadarola, Tatyana Kondratenko and Anita Long 

(current staff) are the backbone of this organisation and I would like to thank you all for your amazing efforts that 

always go “above and beyond”.  Also my thanks and appreciation goes out to my “virtual” support providers, Cathy 

White (Admin), Amanda Linton (Finance) and Laurie Bolton (HR).  Your expertise, commitment and loyalty has been so 

much appreciated and our working relationship has always been a pleasure. 

 

To our volunteers; the most dedicated and amazing group of people that I have had the privilege to know.  No task is 

too much and every request is met with good cheer and willingness; you are truly inspirational and your community is 

lucky to have your support.  My thanks go out to you all. 

 

The role of General Manager has allowed me to cross over into a number of areas within the SA Jewish community and 

observe the community from a unique perspective.  It has been an enriching experience as is any when you open 

yourself up to new people and new experiences.  

 

In closing, I would like to share those observations;  

 I have admired the closeness of the community whilst seeing the challenges that closeness can present 

 I have seen community strength built by cultural history and shared values and for many, a shared observance of 

faith 

 I have seen a willingness by a few to support many individuals and/or causes and the subsequent volunteer 

fatigue that is an inevitability within a small community 

 I saw how history can affect the present and how a community with a history of persecution must be ever 

vigilant both in positively educating and influencing the broader community against racial discrimination and its 

terrible consequences but also in maintaining its security in a changing world 

 I saw pride in the continuance of tradition and culture and a fierce determination to maintain that in the face of 

modernity and change 

 On the other side, I have seen examples of prejudice within a community that experiences prejudice itself and 

know that this is a challenge that all unique communities need to continue to manage 

 Lastly, I have seen a community that needs to put aside all differences and commit to working together as one 

entity under one roof or its days may well be numbered 

 

I have been proud to represent the SA Jewish community on behalf of Jewish Community Services.  I have been deeply 

committed to this role in the broadest sense and indeed it has felt like I have been partly Jewish for the past 2 years.  I 

know that this experience, which has been much more than a job, has changed the way in which I view the world and 

will stay with me always.  I would like to wish Jewish Community Services and the South Australian Jewish community 

all good fortune for the future and leave with a hope that this community will continue to enrich the broader South 

Australian community for many generations to come. 
 

Shalom 
 

Sue Drenth 

General Manager 
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Building on from the successful outcomes achieved in the 2013 Community Care Common Standards (CCCS) Quality 

Review, JCS has continued to commit and dedicate specialised resources to the Home & Community Care (HACC) 

program to implement the key result areas identified in the organisational Quality Improvement Plan (QIP) and we are 

continuing to position the organisation to be well placed to achieve the requirements and outcomes of the Living 

Longer Living Better aged care reforms. 

 

In January, I was extremely fortunate and delighted to join JCS initially for an interim period of three months and later 

as the Manager, Community Services, to provide support, guidance and management of the HACC program.  

 

After extensive consultations with all staff and a review of the current program and staffing structure in March 2014, a 

new structure was formulated and ratified by the JCS board.  The new structure was developed to ensure JCS was able 

to support all staff and volunteers with the impending changes to take place as part of the broader sector, aged care 

reforms and position the organisation for potential expansion in the future to develop and deliver a range of quality 

community services and programs to a diverse range of individuals of all ages within the Jewish community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Living Longer Living Better Aged Care Reforms 

 

Like all Commonwealth HACC funded agencies and programs, JCS are working towards the many changes and 

challenges associated with the LLLB aged care reforms announced in April 2012.  The plan is to create a flexible and 

seamless aged care system that provides older Australians with more choice, more control and easier access to a full 

range of services, where they want it and when they need it.  

 

The key areas that are currently in process and remain a high focus for JCS over the next 12 months are: 

 Further policy shift towards home care supports 

 More Home Support Packages (HSP) with new levels of packages 

 Greater choice through Consumer Directed Care (CDC) through HSP delivery 

 An Integrated Home Support Program, including a streamlined Aged Care ‘Gateway’ 

 Building a stronger and experienced workforce to meet demand 

HOME & COMMUNITY SUPPORT PROGRAM 
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HACC PROGRAM - A SNAPSHOT OF THE LAST 12 MONTHS 
 

 April - July 2013 – CCCS Quality Review 

 JCS met 17 out of the 18 Expected Outcomes 

 A significant and noticable improvement on the previous review conducted 3 years earlier 

 Considerable work prior to this time undertaken (since new GM commencing) in streamlining, improving 

and implementing processes to meet the standards and reforms 

 

 July to December 2013 – Increased Data and Better Reporting 

 New database and processes implemented to better and accurately report the number of services 

provided to clients 

 Increase in the number of outputs and services reported to account to the department for funding 

received 

 

 November and December 2013 – Active Choices Active People (Training and Development) 

 Staff and volunteers participated in the training adapted from Victoria’s Active Service Model (ASM) 

 Discussions around new ways of providing services to clients to meet the Aged Care Reforms and 

Consumer Directed Care 

 Discussions and planning on how JCS can incorporate person centred and re-ablement philosophies and 

practices into day to day service provision planning and administration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 January 2014 – New Funding to implement a new model of service 

 Following the submission of an application for HACC Growth funding (September 2013), JCS was 

successful and obtained further funding; 

 Application based on increasing person centered approaches of service delivery , using the Active Service 

Model (ASM) and Consumer Directed Care Principles i.e. Working “with” the client and not “doing for” 

approach 

 

HOME & COMMUNITY SUPPORT PROGRAM 
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 Active Choices Active People adopted as an approach to promote active ageing and meet the needs of 

clients by re-establishing a quality of life through the stages used in the support planning process that will 

aim to: 

a) improve understanding of person centred approaches 

b) regain confidence and morale  

c) regain and retain skills  

d) regain and retain mobility   

e) promote healthy eating and nutrition 

f) reduce symptoms and improve mental & physical health 

 

 January 2014 – April 2014 – Dedicated Management & Support to the JCS HACC Program 

 Interim Manager, Home Support program appointed to focus on implementing outcomes from the CCCS 

Quality process and implementing new processes to meet the aged care reforms 

 New structure developed and implemented to enhance support, training and development for staff and 

volunteers 

 Staff involved in a series of planning sessions and discussions around ‘future proofing’ JCS to meet the 

LLLB aged care reform agenda, restructuring of coordination roles, skill development, training and 

professional development 

 JCS Board commits to ensuring long term resources are dedicated to the HACC program and following the 

new structure, recruitment commences and appointment made for the Manager, Community Services 

position 

 Strengthening of all staff communication & reporting systems, processes and development of new client 

support planning, assessment and review tools to ensure all services are reflective of individual client 

needs and circumstances 

 

 April 2014 – June 2014 – Further resources and skill development 

 Recruitment and appointment of the Transitional Coordinator, Home & Community Support position to 

specifically facilitate all home based assessments, support planning and providing a seamless coordinated 

approach to the provision of services and support to JCS clients using the Active Service Model 

 Partnerships created with other allied health service providers to facilitate comprehensive personal care, 

falls prevention and home modification assessments for JCS clients  

 JCS Community Support Staff commenced a comprehensive skills audit with an external training provider 

to identify current skills and further training required to ensure all staff have the necessary and above 

minimum skills and qualifications to deliver quality in home & community support services.  By March 

2015, all staff will have a minimum Certificate III in Aged Care, with some completing further studies to 

achieve Cert IV in HACC and other areas that focus on delivering person centered services to clients 

 

Darren Meechan-Ring 

Manager, Community Services 
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DEMOGRAPHY OF THE JCS CLIENT GROUP OVER THE PAST 12 MONTHS  

HOME & COMMUNITY SUPPORT PROGRAM 
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Volunteering has long been a crucial part of building a stronger and more compassionate community here at JCS, and 

we are fortunate that our volunteers bring a multitude of skills enabling them to engage them in a variety of areas 

where they can both utilise those skills and enjoy the satisfaction of the volunteer experience through the work that 

they undertake and the clients whom they assist. 

 

The role of JCS volunteers is to assist and support the organisation in its objectives by supporting clients, family and 

their carers through the delivery of meaningful activities such as social support, transportation, meal preparation and 

program administration. 

 

The Volunteering program at JCS provides a channel through which members of the Jewish and wider community 

who desire to help, can contribute their resources, energy and ideas for the benefit of the clients and the wider 

Jewish community. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Like many small not for profit organisations, and with the changing notion of traditional methods of volunteerism, JCS 

is faced with the challenges of competing with other organisations when recruiting for new volunteers, in particular 

larger well resourced agencies.  As a result, JCS needs to explore new models of volunteer engagement including the 

use of technology, short term engagement, pro bono and corporate volunteering opportunities. 

 

As part of our broader organisational restructure that took place early in 2014, dedicated resources have been 

provided to support the development and training of volunteers and to focus on the recruitment of new volunteers 

through the employment of a Manager, Community Services and Transitional Coordinator, Home & Community 

Support who will have a specific focus on developing the volunteer program. 

 

As we continue to build our volunteer program over the next 12 months and beyond, our focus will be on retention, 

recognition and inclusion of all our volunteers and seeking out best practice methods to recruit and provide support. 

 

Over the past six months of 2014, we have focussed and continue to introduce new programs and services to our 

clients and community, such as the Community Visitors Scheme (CVS).  The CVS program is a “feel good” program 

with the key to it’s success being the involvement of volunteer visitors who will provide a regular, one to one visit to 

socially isolated clients, in receipt of a Home Care package, whose quality of life would be improved by friendship and 

companionship. 

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 
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Our volunteers participated in a person centered workshop in late 2013, which was adapted on the successful Victorian 

Active Service Model (ASM) approach and will continue to join staff in the coming months in other workshops around 

re-enablement and wellness models for clients.  As we move towards the many changes arising from the aged care 

reform agenda and in particular the roll out, focus and promotion of capacity building for clients, such as our own 

Active Choices Active People model of service, we recognise that our volunteers will be an integral and very important 

part of the implementation process and more engaged than ever.  

 

Without the generosity and enthusiasm of all our volunteers, we couldn’t support the needs of our community.  From 

the bottom of all of our hearts, thank you very much for donating your time and energy.  We truly are fortunate to 

work with such wonderfully generous people and are honoured to have you as part of the JCS team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A HEARTFELT THANK YOU TO ALL OUR VOLUNTEERS 

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 
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Number of Volunteers 

2,600 

Total Hours of Service 

1,900 

Individual Services 

Services included: 

 Centre Based Day Care 

 Transport 

 Social Support 

 Meals Preparation 

 Administration 

 Information & Advocacy  
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TODAH! 

THANK YOU! 

Jewish Community Services would like to thank our supporters: 

 

The Department of Social Services  

 

The Nat Solomon’s Trust 

 

The Aaron Feldman Trust 

 

The Jakob Frenkeil Trust 

 

The late Allen Bolaffi 

 

David Simmons 

 

All clients who have made donations  

 

Supporters of JCS events 

OUR SUPPORTERS 
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND WEBSITE 

https://www.fb.com/

jewish.community.services.sa 

Our new website … www.jcssa.asn.au 
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The total income for Jewish Community Services in 2013-2014 was $473,482 compared to $416,465 in 2012 – 2013, 

representing a 13.7% increase.  Government funding is our main source of income but Jewish Community Services also 

is dependent on income from various fundraising activities and donations. 

 

The total operating expenses for Jewish Community Services in 2013-2014 were $479,569 compared to $432,906 in 

2012-2013, representing a 10.8% increase.  As a Human Service organisation the main expenses are Wages and related 

costs and the operational expenses of the Jewish Community Services Program.  In addition, outsourced services were 

also pre-paid prior to 30 June 2014 including i-Assist (Admin), Workplace Horizons (HR) and Softpro (Computer 

support). 

 

Jewish Community Services had an operating deficit of $6,087 in the 2013 – 2014 financial year, compared to a the 

2012 – 2013 financial year deficit of $16,441.  A reduction of 37%. 

 

Jewish Community Services service costs are subsidised by the work of our volunteers.  We are fortunate to have 

dedicated volunteers who provide that extra level of support and caring which is vital for our community. 

 

Assets at the end of the year increased by 2.6% from $112,235 to $115,124. 

 

I would also like to thank Amanda Linton and her team from Freedom Accounting Support, who has continued to 

provide high quality financial services to our organisation. 

 

Richard Levy 

Treasurer 

 2013 2014 

Total Income $416,465 $473,482 

Total Expenditure $432,906 $479,569 

Operating Profit ($16,441) ($6,087)  

Total Other Expenses - - 

Total Surplus / (Deficit) ($16,441) ($6,087)  

Opening Accumulated Funds  $70,141 $53,699 

Closing Accumulated Funds  $53,700 $47,612 

 2013 2014 

Total Current Assets $106,235 $109,455 

Total Non-Current Assets $6,000 $5,669 

TOTAL ASSETS $112,235 $115,124 
   

Total Current Liabilities $58,535 $67,512 

Net Assets $53,700 $47,612 

Total Accumulated Funds $53,700 $47,612 

TREASURER’S REPORT 
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AUDITOR’S REPORT 
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AUDITOR’S REPORT 
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ABN 29 044 039 946  
 

227 Payneham Road 
Joslin   SA   5070 
T: (08) 8363 5400     
F: (08) 8363 5401  
E:  contact@jcssa.asn.au    
W: www.jcssa.asn.au    

Jewish Community Services Inc. 

mailto:contact@jcssa.asn.au
http://www.jcssa.asn.au

